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GENERAL SECRETARY
Our young and vibrant General Secretary, Sri. Ravi
Kumar K is native of Tripurntakam in Andhra
Pradesh. He completed his MBA in HR in 2010. In
the same year he joined our Bank as PO at
Hyderabad STC and from there he was posted to
Dharwad Main. He then worked at Kalaburagi CO
for 2 years. In 2014 he got promoted as Manager
and was posted to Kadaganchi branch.
Subsequently he was promoted as Senior Manager
in 2018 and was posted to Gulbarga PDA
Engineering College Branch. He is now working as
branch-in-charge of Gulbarga MRMC branch.

Ever since becoming an office bearer Sri. Ravi
Kumar has always been the youth icon of CBOA.
He has brought about many innovations which has
redefined how a bank officer’s trade union works
and interacts with its members and customers of
the bank.

He was a vibrant and militant torchbearer of CBOA
from his initial days in Canara Bank. As a
recognition of his talent, commitment and
vibrancy he was identified for heavier
responsibilities very early in his career. He was
elected as a CNT Member in the year 2014, that is
just 4 years after his joining the bank.

Apart from this he is the brain behind and one of
the founding members of the Think Tank
movement which aims at accumulating the
knowledge of various subject experts and utilizing
it for the benefit of the officer community and
bank.

As a result of his unmatched talent and
commitment his elevation to the top was very
quick. He was elevated to AGS in 2016, DGS in
2018 and OGS in 2019. Finally in the recently
concluded CC Meeting held at Chennai he was
unanimously selected as General Secretary.

Some of the most notable ones are Conducting of
the Meet & Greet program for customers and
conducting of online exams for the promotion
aspirants. This is implemented only by CBOA in the
entire banking industry.

Our retired General Secretary and leader of
leaders Sri. GV Manimaran was always vocal and
passionate about promoting the youth and
preparing the next line of leaders to take over the
baton of CBOA. In this backdrop who better to
take over from Sri. GV Manimaran than the youth
icon of CBOA Sri. Ravi Kumar K.
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